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Abstract

The evolution of the modern office:

  1.physical office —— 2.shared office
  3.mobile office —— 4.Smart office
  5.Metaverse Office
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PHYSICAL OFFICES 
HAVE PROBLEMS

Company cost Commute cost Restricted by geographic location



PHYSICAL OFFICES HAVE PROBLEMS

They are very expensive 
for company owners

Commuting is costly, stressful 
and bad for the environment

They bind companies to
 their geographical locations

Companies spend up to 15% of their budget 

on  rent, utilities and related operating 

expenses.  These costs also create a barrier for 

prospective  entrepreneurs, who often can’t 

start their business  or start-up without a 

sizable initial capital.

Workers who have to travel to reach their  

employment place, either by car or public  

transport, are losing precious time they 

could  use to be more productive or to 

relax and  reduce their stress levels. At the 

same time,  transportation is one of the 

main drivers of  CO2 emissions globally.

Even with the latest developments in the  

adoption of remote work, companies and  

prospective entrepreneurs are pretty much  

forced to find skilled and suitable workers 

only in the vicinity of their city, as it  is still 

very hard to set up and organize an  

international team in an effective way.



We have gotten used to video calls and e-meetings, 
but is it the best we can do?

Smart working today is a reality: having meetings on VoIP services such as 
Zoom or Teams has become a common practice even in the most 
conservative enterprises. Unfortunately, these tools cannot guarantee the 
same quality of interaction that we have in person, both in terms of 
efficiency and expressivity.
Getting in touch with colleagues is much harder, as you cannot just walk to 
their desk and ask them a question, or watch over what they are working on.

This way of working is also un-immersive: being in your home, surrounded 
by potential distractions, often makes it hard for you to concentrate on the 
task at hand. Many remote-working employees feel isolated and unnoticed, 
as they miss the social interaction associated with working in an office.
Finally, these tools are good only for communication, and don’t allow for the 
creation of something more complex and ambitious, such as a completely 
virtual economy and working environment.
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SMART WORKING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
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CryptocurrencyMetaverse Non-fungible Tokens (NFTs)

WHAT CAN TECHNOLOGY DO?



Metaverse

The metaverse represents the technological  evolution 
of social networks: 
thanks to avatars  as a digital representation of identity, 
spatial  sound and the possibility to reproduce gestures  
and expressions through VR, we are taking  digital 
communication to the next level.
The metaverse can act as the space where  companies 
work, solving all of the problems  connected to physical 
workspaces.



Blockchain

Based on decentralized database,blockchain technology has the 

characteristics of non-tampering and non-forgery, at the same time has 

the characteristics of decentralization, transparency, independence and 

so on. To sum up, blockchain technology is the base of operating logic for 

Metaverse.



Non-fungible Tokens (NFTs)

NFTs are a way of turning physical and digital  items, 
such as art, real estate and ownership  rights, into 
secure digital assets, unique and  immune to 
counterfeiting, the ownership of  which can be 
changed, traced and verified in a  completely 
decentralized way. This allows for  the creation of a 
completely blockchain-based  economy which is 
faster and more secure than  offline economy.



PART
04 Make it feel real Make it cost less Make it decentralized

What is Parallel Office?



The first decentralized metaverse for business

It leverages the blockchain and the metaverse to 
create an ecosystem where startups, large companies 
can own their office space at the lowest cost , work 
more efficiently and easily find talents around the 
world. The ecosystem will include a platform for 
matching professionals looking for jobs with 
employers looking for talent and will be powered by 
blockchain technology through smart contracts, NFTs, 
and the dedicated $PLO token.



Parallel Office

We will use a high-quality 3D virtual reality 

environment and improve the team's ability to 

collaborate, communicate, connect remotely, 

in order to have expressive conversations.

Make it feel real

Parallel Office users must achieve a substantial 

reduction in costs  related to offices, from rent to 

inventory to utility bills. Founding a startup online 

needs  to become the ideal path to build fast, lean 

and efficient operations, even without a  sizable 

initial capital.

Make it cost less

The Parallel Office metaverse must be owned 

by the people  who decide to work in it. This is 

the only way of guaranteeing a free market 

economy  inside the metaverse and it's the 

best way of ensuring the success of the project.

Make it decentralized



Virtual Offices & Tools Recruitment & Services Decentralization
The core business of Parallel Office is providing 

virtual working spaces to companies and 

individuals, allowing them to transfer their 

activities to the metaverse. Users will be able to 

put on their VR headsets and access a fully-

equipped workspace at a fraction of the cost of 

physical offices, leveraging powerful 

productivity tools for meetings and 

collaborative working.

Parallel Office will facilitate hiring talent, 

forming teams and providing services inside 

and outside the metaverse. This will be done 

through the Service Exchange Platform, an 

interface which will connect professionals 

looking for jobs with employers, and 

companies with service providers, opening up 

infinite opportunities on a global scale.

The whole economy of Parallel Office will be 

based on blockchain technology: offices, clothing, 

furniture and decoration will be represented by 

NFTs, payments and fees will be carried out 

through blockchain transactions and the 

development of the platform will be guided by 

the users through a DAO, resulting in efficient 

and democratic decision-making.

MAIN FEATURES



Parallel Office Horizon Workrooms Microsoft Teams Zoom

Graphics High-fidelity High-fidelity 2D 2D

Decentralization √ × × ×

NFTs √ × × ×

Interaction Technology XR VR VolP VolP

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS



BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

$PLO - ERC20 Token
The PLO token is at the heart of 
the Parallel Office Economy. It 
will be created using the 
Ethereum ERC20 standard and 
it will have the following use 
cases:

·Platform fees    
·Rewards and incentives
·Purchase of NFTs
·Exchange of services
·Voting Power

NFTs - ERC1155
The Parallel Office NFTs will be 
created using the ERC1155 
standard, which surpasses some 
of the limits of ERC721 by 
making it possible to send 
several types of NFTs in a single 
transaction, reducing congestion 
and gas costs. They will include 
items such as:

·Clothing  
·Office furniture  
·Office decoration Avatar looks 
(physical appearance, tattoos,
animations)
·Artwork (both visual and auditory)

Layer2
Parallel Office will be built on the 
Polygon network, an Ethereum 
Layer 2 solution which has 
become increasingly popular due 
to its security and low transaction 
costs. Polygon uses its own PoS, 
so that to reduce the energy 
consumption and CO2 emission, 
this feature fits perfectly with 
Parallel Office's focus on 
environmental issues.

DAO
The owners of buildings, 
offices and tokens will be able 
to influence the development 
of the platform through a 
Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization smart contract
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Parallel Office  MODEL
$PLO TOKENOMICS$PLO PRIVATE SALEREVENUE MODEL $PLO PUBLIC SALE



REVENUE MODEL

Service Fee 

Sale of Advertising 
Space

NFT 
Sponsorships

Direct Sale

Direct Rent

Decentralized Rent Fee 
(5%)

Decentralized Trading Fee 
(2.5%)

Decentralized Trading 
Fee (2.5%)

Direct Sale



Office NFT Sales Accessory NFT Sales

New offices will be created and sold to the public on a yearly basis. 

There will be 4 sizes of offices, in order to accommodate the needs 

of companies of different sizes.

There will also be the possibility of purchasing Building NFTs, which 

will contain multiple offices and will allow the owners to periodically 

create more offices in the same building.

Parallel Office NFTs will be of two types: Standard Sets will not have 

a limited supply and will be available at all times for fixed prices to 

the users of the platform, while Limited Edition Sets will be 

released regularly, often in collaboration with designers, artists or 

sponsors. They will be unique or limited in supply and will be sold 

through an auction mechanism.

NFT SALEs



$PLO TOKENOMICS

Treasury 
25%

Staking 
16%

Team
10%

Liquidity pool 
2%

Advisors
 5%Public sale 

7%

Second private sale
 9%

First private sale 
9%

Marketing Incentives
 7%

Early adopters Incentives
10%

ECONOMIC
 MODEL



$PLO TOKENOMICS
Token Allocation % # of Tokens Token value Vesting

Early adopters 10% 5,000,000,000 1,000,000 Type 4 Vesting

Rewards 7% 3,500,000,000 1,750,000 Fully Liquid

First private sale 9% 4,500,000,000 1,125,000 Type 2 Vesting

Second private sale 9% 4,500,000,000 1,350,000 Type 2 Vesting

Public sale 7% 3,500,000,000 1,750,000 Fully Liquid

Advisors 5% 2,500,000,000 1,250,000 Type 2 Vesting

Team 10% 5,000,000,000 2,500,000 Type 1 Vesting

Treasury 25% 12,500,000,000 6,250,000 Type 3 Vesting

Staking 16% 8,000,000,000 4,000,000 Fully Liquid

Liquidity pool 2% 1,000,000,000 500,000 Fully Liquid

Total 100% 50,000,000,000 21,300,000

The following are the vesting mechanisms that will be used:

●Type 1: The tokens will be locked for 12 months, then will progressively be unlocked at the rate 
of 1/12 per month.
●Type 2: The tokens will be locked for 4 months, then will progressively be unlocked at the rate 
of 1/12 per month.
●Type 3: The tokens will be locked for 12 months.
●Type 4: The tokens will be locked for 1 month.
The vesting periods will start from the issuance of the respective token allocations.

Total Supply：50,000,000,000

Deflationary mechanism: 2% 
token burning on every 
transaction for 3 years from the 
Public Sale



We will guarantee our first private supporters a sizeable discount on the purchase of $PLO Tokens. 

The private sale will be divided in two phases with two different discounts:

Private Sale #1

Token Allocation：4,500,000,000$PLO（9% of total Supply）
Purchase Cap：min.$10,000 - max $200,000
Private Sale Token Price：0.00025USD
Public Sale Token Price：0.0005USD
Vesting：Tokens locked for 4 months from the end of the sale, 
then progressively unlocked at the rate of 1/12 per month

Discount Rate：50% 

$PLO PRIVATE SALE



Private Sale #2

Token Allocation：4,500,000,000$PLO（9% of total Supply）
Purchase Cap：min.$5,000 - max $300,000
Private Sale Token Price：0.00035USD
Public Sale Token Price：0.0005USD
Vesting：Tokens locked for 4 months from the end of the sale, 
then progressively unlocked at the rate of 1/12 per month.

Discount Rate：30%

$PLO PRIVATE SALE



After the private sales, an allocation of $PLO tokens will be 
sold to the public through a Public Sale

Token Allocation: 3,500,000,000 $PLO (7% of total Supply)
Purchase Cap: min. $200, max $5,000
Public Sale Token Price: USD 0.0005

Vesting：None
Channels：Various launchpads / exchanges

$PLO PUBLIC SALE



SEPTEMBER

 OCTOBER

 DECEMBER

Start of 1st Private Sale

Bounty Program start on Bitcoin 
Talk

Start of 2nd Private Sale 

Q2:Release of Office 3D 
explorer Demo
Walk around the office in 3D 
environment
Showcase unique NFT accessories

Q2:Release of NFT 
Marketplace version 1
Web-based
Supports trading of Office and 
Accessory NFTs

Q1:Release of platform 
version 1

Avatar creation and customization

Marketplace

Virtual office environment

Virtual Meetings

2022

Basic productivity tools

Basic Gestures & Interactions

Q3: Release of Service 
Exchange Platform
Job Finder interface

Talent Finder interface

Employee blockchain-based 
working history

Q1:Release of browser 
version of Meetings

Q3:Release of platform 
version 2

Parallel City Island Open World

Advanced gestures & Interactions

Advanced productivity tools

ROADMAP

2023 2024 2025

1st NFT Presale (Accessory)

JANUARY

APRIL

Office NFT Sale

$PLO Token Public Sale



CONTACT US

To receive additional information regarding the project, including the Parallel Office Whitepaper, 
please contact us at the following email address:

：+39 028 352 5763

：paralleloffice@mytokenspace.info

：https://paralleloffice.io

：Via Victor Hugo 2, 20123 Milan,Italy

： info@4bmc.ch

： https://4bmc.ch

： Via Luganetto, 46962 Viganello,
     Switzerland

Swiss company: 4BMC Sagl

: mts@mytokenspace.info

My Token Space Srl Lawyer team：LEXIA Avvocati

：info@lexia.it

：https://www.lexia.it/

：Via dell'Annunciata, 23/4, 
    20121 Milan,Italy


